
Volaverse: The Education Metaverse
Abstract:
Volaverse is a community driven education metaverse built on the blockchain. In the Metaverse,
users can own digital estates and other assets, socialize, learn and teach about blockchain and
web3.0.

Introduction:
Volaverse provides an infrastructure to support a shared virtual world. It consists of a
decentralized ledger for content consumed and created and land ownership to run courses, and
a peer-to-peer network for user interactions.

Rationale:
Since the last 1 year concepts of Web 3.0 and Metaverse have gained a lot of popularity and
awareness amongst the developer, investor and entrepreneurial communities. Digital NFT sales
alone has skyrocketed to more than 200 times in the year and is growing exponentially further.
But the in-depth knowledge about concepts like DAOs, Metaverse, Blockchain technology,
virtual reality is still limited and the resources for them are scattered.
Volaverse aims at resolving this problem by providing structured, organized and consolidated
Web 3.0 learning material on a community driven platform. It will provide virtual land asset
ownerships to content creators where they’ll be able to run courses with 3D immersive content.

Problem:
1. Current content for Web 3.0 is scattered, un-consolidated and non-holistic.
2. Lack of gamification of the learning process on current platforms leads to higher attrition.
3. Lack of 3D immersive experience in current virtual teaching and learning scenario.
4. Lack of proper incentivisation for the learner to take up courses lead to dying interest.
5. No proper counseling, discussion forums or networking platforms available for the

students to get genuine feedback on courses.

Pillars:
1. Consumer:

a. Role:
i. Explore courses in Volaverse in accordance with their interests and skills.
ii. Act as critics for the course they undertake and provide feedback on the

course and instructor to make it easier for others to decide.
iii. Participate in discussion forums, competitions, events and town halls.

b. Incentives:
i. Hard Incentives: Skill & Knowledge enhancement and tokens, Job

opportunities.
ii. Soft Incentives: Gamified Points, NFTs, Certificates, Medals & Badges.

2. Creator:
a. Role

i. Buy/Rent space in Volaverse to take up classes based on their expertise



ii. Rate/Grade their students which adds to the student’s profile
iii. Participate in discussion forums and events

b. Incentives:
i. Hard Incentive: Tokens as course fees, Non fungible land asset
ii. Soft Incentive: Global reach, gamified points, NFTs, Certificates, Rating

and Viewership based incentives, Community funding for top creators.

Product:
1. Volocator

a. A central space where a user starts its journey from and can come back to
whenever he/she wants to.

b. A place with a directory to all the courses currently running in Volaverse with an
option to directly teleport to the course.

c. Features a notice board where notices to all the events, properties for rental/sale,
new courses coming up etc are put up.

d. Features a news bulletin showcasing news related to Web 3.0 world.
e. A place to socialize with other users.

2. Course rooms
a. Built on a bought/rented virtual property.
b. Easily customized depending on the content that the creator wants to showcase.
c. Recording options available, if needed, from the angles as needed by the creator.

3. Vola Store
a. Marketplace where the user can trade land, NFTs, avatar accessories etc

4. Vola Build
a. In-house easy to use builder tool for landowners to build on their land.
b. Features different objects for beautification and utility in the classroom.

5. Land/Plots
a. These are non fungible parcels in which the Volaverse is divided into.
b. Content creators and developers will claim (buy/rent) Land so that they can build

on it and reach their target audience.
c. Land parcels are distinguishable from each other, trading at different prices due

to differences in adjacencies and traffic around an area.
d. Volaverse has a total of 1,00,000 land parcels out of which 30,000 are kept

reserved for Community houses and rest will be open for auction
e. Plot size is 16 x 16 meter.

Key Distinguishing Features:
1. Enhancing Web3.0 Ecosystem:

a. Web3.0 are taught and learnt, hence contributing to flourishment of its ecosystem
b. Decentralizing the process by empowering the community to make decisions

2. Creators' Economy:
a. Monetizing content to incentivise instructors to teach courses related to Web3.0

3. 3D Immersive Play & Gamification:
a. Virtual reality provides a more comprehensive networking experience to users.



b. Gamified curriculum leads to better user engagement

Gameplay:
Learner

1. Learn2Earn:
a. Learners will get ‘gamified hours’ as points. The more time a learner spends

learning in Volaverse, the more points they earn. To assure the authenticity of the
learning process, the educator decides on if a learner gets the hours or not.

b. Learners can exchange the hours for in-metaverse assets and collectibles, which
gives the learners incentives to do more courses and earn more hours to
exchange them for more exclusive and higher value assets.

2. Reward System:
a. Apart from hours, the learners get non-exchangeable NFT certificates post

course completion. Minted by their educator.

Educator/Creator
1. Educate2Earn:

a. Educators will get points on the basis of ratings of their courses and amount of
viewership or participation they get on their content.

b. Educators will get in-game level-ups on the basis of the points that they earn.
2. Learners’ Support:

a. Learner Educators will design their course structure and model to reward the
learners. They can also mint NFT certificates/badges for their course takers.

Roadmap and Key Milestones:
Phase-1 (Launching Metaverse -> Community Building -> Initial Courses)

1. Launching the beta version and invite users to come test the platform.
2. Promoting social media handles to build the Volaverse Community.
3. Building initial courses for the community in associations with our education partners.

Phase-2 (Building Strong Creators’ economy)
1. Building the model to onboard and fund the educators and creators to come on-board

Volaverse with support to build the content and classrooms.
2. Setting up a creator's fund and bringing the ecosystem partners to incentivise the

content creation.

Phase-3 (Building Stronger Gamified experience for content consumers)
1. Encouraging the end users to consume more content through better gamification

through hours spent in the Metaverse.
2. Expanding the course domains to other fields once the platform gets validated user

experience.

Phase-4 (Creating Partnerships for Jobs and hirings)
1. Launch a platform to place content consumers into jobs or matchmake by inviting



various industries to participate in Job Fair in the Metaverse.
2. Collaborating with universities and colleges for in-metaverse official degree programs.


